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ABSTRACT 
We prove there exist a finite set of (real) matrices of order n with positive 
determinant that, collectively, “see” all such matrices. 
Let 9 be the set of real matrices of order n with positive determinant. 
Two matrices A and B in B are said to see each other if, for all 0 < X < 1, 
the matrix XA + (1 - X)B also has positive determinant. Equivalently A and 
B see each other if B-‘A has no negative eigenvaluss. For any M E 9, let 
s(M) be the set of matrices in B that M sees; and for &’ c 9, let s( k’) 
denote {s(M), M E .M}. 
In their interesting paper [l], Kojima and Saigal prove: 
(1) If 1 c B is finite, there exist .%’ c 9, )9i' < 2”-l, such that 9 c s(g). 
(2) If n>2 BCC, j.%?~<2”-‘, then there exists M E 9 such that 
M G s( 9). 
They conjecture, nevertheless, and we now prove 
THEOREM. There exists a finite set W c B such that 9 = s( 3’). 
Proof. Let 11 )I be the operator norm for matrices of order n, and let ?% 
be the set of real orthogonal matrices of order n with positive determinant. 
Since +Y is compact, there exists a finite subset Y c @ such that, for each 
U E @‘, there is a V E Y with IIU - VII < 1. By the polar decomposition 
theorem, for each P E 8, there exists 7J E 4Y and a positive definition H such 
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that P = UH. Choose V E Y so that IIU - VII < 1. We must show that 
(3) VP ‘UH has no negative eigenvalues. 
Let U = V + E, so llE[l < 1. We have 
V-%‘H=V-‘(V+E)H=(Z+F)H, 
where llFl[ = IlT’Ell = l/Eli < 1. 
Suppose (I + F)H has a negative eigenvalue. Then there is a nonzero 
vector x and a positive X such that 
(I + F)x = - AH-k, 
implying 
(4) ((I + F)x,x)= - X(Hm’x,x). 
Because l/Fll > - 1, it follows that (Fx,x) > - 1. So the left side of (4) is 
positive, while the right side is negative. Hence, (3) is true. n 
We are grateful to M. Kojimu, .I. Lew, R. Saigal, and J. Shearer for 
conversations about this material. 
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